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Introduction 

Polymer composite materials are in wide-spread use in the transportation industry. In 
aerospace industry the use these materials are established while in automotive industry 
the interest is increasing. The attention of automotive industry is to a great deal focused 
on various kinds of molded composites such as glass mat reinforced thermoplastics 
(GMT) and sheet molding compound (SMC). Their interest is to a large extent driven 
by the possibility to manufacture components of complex geometry in a cost-efficient 
process with these materials. Applications of GMT in cars are mainly found in seat 
frames, bumper beams and lower part of dashboards. An increasing number of car and 
truck manufacturers are using SMC for external panels such as trunk covers, hoods, 
roofs and spoilers. 

A property of obvious importance for an external car- or truck-panel is its capacity to 
withstand impact. In this context, improved understanding of crack growth and 
toughening mechanisms of the material is of great interest. A major part of the work 
presented in this thesis is driven by an interest to increase the understanding of how 
material composition and microstructure of short fiber composites influence their 
overall fracture behaviour. 

In materials such as metals and unreinforced polymers, linear elastic fracture mechanics 
(LEFM) is widely used, often with great success, both in design and in development of 
new materials. Unfortunately, problems arise when LEFM is applied to short fiber 
composites. This is due to the large process zone that develops ahead of a crack in these 
materials. The fundamental assumption of LEFM, that the damage zone at the tip of the 
crack is small compared to crack length, is often violated in experiments. 

The presented thesis considers a different approach, in which the damage ahead of a 
crack tip is described by a bridging-law. By considering the bridging-law as the major 
failure property of the material, a coupling between mechanisms acting on a microscale 
and the macroscopic failure behaviour can be established. No such information can be 
obtained using a LEFM approach where the material behaviour is described in terms of 
a single value, the fracture toughness. 

Bridging-laws for three different short fiber composites are experimentally determined 
and presented in the first paper of the thesis. The tests are performed on double 
cantilever beam (DCB) specimens loaded with pure bending moments. This 
experimental configuration has the useful feature that the influence of bridging fibers 
can be derived, in terms of a bridging-law, directly from measurements. Our results 
show that all materials exhibit bridging-laws with same general shape characteristics. 
Some differences are distinguished between the different materials. In the interpretation 
of our results, emphasis is put on understanding the coupling between failure 
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mechanisms and characteristics of measured bridging-laws. The results are also 
qualitatively compared with predictions from available micromechanical bridging-law 
models. Based on our results, we find the concept of characterising the failure 
behaviour in terms of bridging-laws attractive since it can be used as a tool utilising 
tailoring of microstructure for a desired fracture behaviour. 

A matter of key importance for future work in this field is that there are methods 
available for experimental verification of the suggested fiber bridging approach. Optical 
strain field measurement methods are therefore very useful. The thesis contains a pilot 
study to evaluate the use of two recently developed optical methods*, Stereoscopic 
Digital Speckle Photography (Stereo-DSP) and combined DSP-DSPI (Digital Speckle 
Pattern Interferometry), for measurements of fracture behaviour of notched short fiber 
composites. 

Common features for both methods is that they both use observations of a random 
pattern (speckle pattern) on a surface before and after deformation. The random pattern 
can be a natural random structure on the object or a pattern that has been applied to the 
surface with for instance spray paint. The idea behind DSP is that an image taken 
before deformation is compared with images taken after deformation. Comparison is 
performed by calculation of the cross-correlation between the two images and the 
deformation of the surface can be found from the correlation peak that is obtained. In 
the case of DSP the speckles can either be painted or natural speckles obtained by 
illuminating the observed surface with laser light. 

In order to analyse the speckle movements using DSPI the observed pattern must 
contain information concerning the phase of the reflected light. Laser sources must 
therefore be used to illuminate the surface. The basic principle of DSPI (very 
simplified) is that the phase of reflected speckle pattern changes when an object is 
deformed. The change is caused by changes in optical path for the laser beam. By using 
two pictures containing phase information, one reference and one when object is 
deformed, the deformation of the object can be obtained. 

In our study we found Stereo-DSP to be a versatile technique that can be used when 
knowledge of overall displacement fields is required. If the deformation of the studied 
object is very large e.g. at the crack tip of a notched fiber composite specimen under 
tension, data are lost with this method in this region due to decorrelation. The 
combined technique can with advantage be used when detailed information about large 
deformation at small areas is of interest, e.g. the complex fiber bridging interaction at 
the crack tip of a short fiber composite. 

* Description of several measurement methods where speckle displacements are used in determination 
of deformation fields can be found in Speckle Metrology /edited by Rajpal S. Sirohi, (Marcel Dekker Inc, 
1993). 
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The last paper in the thesis presents a study where the influence of fiber surface 
treatment on transverse cracking in cross-ply laminates was investigated. These kind of 
composites, where continuous aligned fibers are used as reinforcement, are used in a 
number of applications. A property of great interest for these materials is their ability to 
withstand transverse loads without developing damage in the form of cracks. In the case 
of tubes and pressure vessels, the formation of transverse cracks ultimately leads to 
leakage since cracks connect and form a path through the wall. In the presented study, 
our ambition was to investigate the influence of film former polymer on transverse 
cracking properties of cross-ply laminates. 

The influence was found to be significant. Both onset of transverse cracking and 
tendency for multiple crack development were strongly affected by the different film 
formers. The strong film former effect was proposed to be due to a combination of 
improved interfacial adhesion and the plasticizing effect from the film former on the 
interphase region. 
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Bridging law and toughness characterisation of CSM and SMC 
composites 

S.P. Fernberg  and  L.A. Berglund  

Division of Polymer Engineering, Lulea University of Technology, S-971 87  Luleå,  Sweden 

To be submitted 

Abstract 
This work presents an experimental investigation of fracture properties of three 
different short fiber reinforced composites (one chopped strand mat (CSM) and 
two sheet molding compound (SMC) materials). Fracture tests are performed on 
double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens loaded with pure bending moments. In 
this experimental configuration, the bridging law for the material can be derived 
directly from measurements. No significant dependency of specimen height was 
observed in our results. The determined bridging-laws can therefore be considered 
as material properties. The coupling between microstructure and fracture 
behaviour is discussed through the measured bridging-laws. The beneficial effect 
(in terms of fracture energy) of increasing tendency for pull-out is confirmed for 
one SMC termed Flex-SMC, showing remarkably high fracture energy, J=56.0 
kJ/m2, compared to a standard SMC termed Std-SMC, 1=25.9 kJ/m2. This 
increasing tendency for pull-out is observed to shift the bridging-law towards 
higher crack openings. Based on our observations we find the concept of 
characterising the failure behaviour in terms of bridging-laws attractive since it can 
be used as a tool for tailoring of microstructure towards a desired fracture 
behaviour. 

Introduction 
The use of short fiber reinforced polymer composite materials in the transportation 

industry in general and automotive industry in particular is increasing. A major 

advantage of these materials is that cost-efficient processing is possible. The processing 

also allows production of components with complex geometries in a single process. As 

a consequence, the use of these materials in external panels for cars and trucks has 

increased in recent years. One important property of an external panel is its capacity to 
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withstand impact. In this context, improved understanding of crack growth and 
toughening mechanisms of the material is of great interest. 

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is widely used both in design and in 
characterisation of material fracture properties. In this theory it is found that the normal 
stress approaches infinity at the crack tip. This is called singular field or  K-field. If the 

yield or damage zone at the crack tip is assumed to be small, the microscopic details of 
the damage zone can be neglected. All information related to load and overall geometry 
is communicated to the crack tip through the  K-field. In this case the fracture property 
of the material can quantified by a single scalar parameter,  K„  fracture toughness. 

Because of the nature of the damage process in short fiber composites, these small scale 
damage zone requirements are often not fulfilled in experimental tests, the damage zone 
is simply too large. This also means that valid fracture toughness data can not be 
measured in experiments, unless specimen dimensions are sufficiently large compared 
with the damage zone size. There are several studies in the literature [1,2,3] presenting 
fracture toughness data for materials similar to the materials of our interest, using 
comparably small compact tension (CT) and single edge notched bending (SENB) 
specimens with free ligament lengths of less than 30 mm. To use such small specimen 
and use LEFM concepts in the interpretation of results is highly questionable since the 
damage zone size could be in excess of 50 mm [4]. The increased fracture toughness in 
larger specimens is caused by the larger damage zone which increases the resistance to 
crack growth. The explanation in [1] is not correct. 

In the present work we have adopted an approach valid for an intermediate case, 
considering a bridging-law as the major failure property of these materials. Extensive 
descriptions on the topic is given in recent reviews by Bao and Suo [5] and Sorenssen 
and Jacobsen [6]. The bridging-law approach is valid provided that large scale bridging 
(LSB) prevails. LSB is defined by (see Figure 1) 

Lb >Randh<R 	 (1) 

where  R  denotes the radius of the zone of dominance of the  K-field. In the fiber 
bridging approach we require a dimensional reduction in the process zone geometry  (h  
should be small). The process zone size can then be characterised by a bridging length 
only. The material behaviour within the process zone can then be characterised in 
terms of a bridging-law. The bridging-law gives the relationship between local crack 
opening displacement, 8, and the total stress by which bridging fibers counteract further 
opening of the crack (see Figure 1). The applicability of this approach for short fiber 
composites was indicated in previous work [4,7]. In those studies the methodology for 
experimental determination of the bridging-law was developed and its influence on 
notch sensitivity was confirmed. One may note that a bridging-law approach also could 
be used in situations where small scale bridging prevails (Lb  <  R  and  h  <  R).  The 
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bridging-law could also reveal interesting details about the fracture mechanisms acting 
on a small scale e.g. crazing phenomena observed in some polymers 

In the present study our intention is to further investigate the possibilities to determine 
geometry independent bridging-laws (a material property) with previously suggested 
double cantilever beam (DCB) method [4]. This is very important, for instance, even 
comparison between failure behaviour in different materials can not be performed 
unless specimen geometry effects are eliminated or understood. Emphasis will also be 
put on establishing a coupling between observed differences in failure mechanisms and 
the failure property expressed as the bridging-law. This is an interesting possibility since 
the bridging-law contains more information than more established fracture toughness 
measures  (K„  Ge)  used to characterise materials. 

Theory 

Bridging-law concept 
Previous work [5] suggested that a bridging-law can be used to describe the fracture 
properties of short-fiber composites. The bridging-law models the influence of bridging 
fibers in terms of a bridging stress,  ab,  acting perpendicular to the crack plane 
counteracting crack opening, see Figure 1. Bridging tractions are assumed to depend 
only on the local crack opening, 5, i.e.  

b = f (8) 	 (2)  

It was shown by Rice [8] that the total strain energy release rate, including 
contributions from bridging fibers, can be obtained by taking the path independent  J-
integral along a contour around the crack tip of a fully bridged crack, 

„  
j  = 	+ o  a-, (51c15 	 (3) 

whereJ, is the energy release rate at the crack tip and the integral represents the energy 
consumed by the bridging fibers. The criterion for crack growth is that  J  reaches or 
exceeds a critical value  J.  Crack tip advancement occurs when _hip  reaches a critical 
value. So  denotes a limiting crack opening displacement at which the influence of 
bridging traction vanishes. The end opening displacement is denoted  J  as long as 
bridging tractions are operative, see Figure 1. 5* is also the displacement which is 
measured experimentally. The bridging-law may be determined experimentally if the 
relationship betvveen .1 and 6* can be established since 
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(4) 

then gives the bridging-law [5,8]. The experimental  j  vs. cS".  relationship is in general 
difficult to establish in a single experiment since for most geometries and loading 
configurations the energy release rate depends on crack length. A useful exception is 
DCB loaded by pure bending moments [8]. In this set up, the energy release rate is 
independent of both crack length and details of the bridging-law. 

DCB test 
Test performed on DCB specimen loaded with pure bending moment forms the basis 
of determination of fracture energies,  J„  and bridging-laws, 0,= f(8), in the present 
investigation. The experimental method was developed by Sorenssen et.al. [9,10] based 
on ideas of Rice [8] and Suo et.al. [11]. The test rig used in the present work was 
designed and verified by  Lindhagen  et. al. [4] for the purpose of short fiber composites. 
A schematic picture of the rig is presented in Figure 2. Each beam end is loaded by a 
bending moment, M, by applying two counteracting forces separated by a distance (50 
mm) at each end of the beams. 

The DCB specimen used in our tests is presented in Figure 3. It consists of two beams 
each with height  H  and width  B.  A side-groove is machined along the specimen in 
order to control the direction of crack growth. The thickness of the remaining ligament 
is denoted  b.  A description of the test rig and suggestions regarding specimen 
dimensions for tests of short fiber composites can be found in [4]. 

The plain-strain energy release rate can be evaluated by taking the  J-integral along the 
DCB specimen boundaries: 

, M2  B 
J =12(1- v` \ 

 &I-13 E b (5) 

where  Vis  Poisson's ratio and  E  is Young's modulus. Since  J  in eqn. (5) is independent 
of crack length, it is possible to determine the relationship between  J  and  b*  by 
simultaneous recording of applied moment and crack opening, 5, at the end of the 
pre-crack on the DCB specimen. Thus, the bridging-law can be determined from a 
single experiment by using the relationship in eqn. (4). 

Materials 
The materials were three short fiber reinforced thermoset composites. CSM laminates 
were manufactured in our laboratory by hand lay-up of dry reinforcement followed by 
vacuum infusion moulding. The lay-up was done by manual distribution of 25 mm 
long strands to a dry in-plane random oriented mat on a 1000x500 mm2  plate. A 
vacuum bag was then placed on the reinforcement and finally resin is injected by 
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vacuum assistance. The fibers were Owens Coming 357D, a 2400 Tex roving intended 
for cutting. An unsaturated polyester matrix, Reich°Id Norpol 420-100 was used in 

CSM laminates. 

Two SMC:s with varied composition were also tested: A standard (Std-SMC) and a 
low-density/high-flex material (Flex-SMC). Both SMC materials have a chopped 
strand mat reinforcement of 25 mm bundle length. They also both contain inorganic 

filler (CaCO3). In the case of Flex-SMC, the composition includes low-density glass 
spheres and a so-called high-flex additive, presumably a thermoplastic polymer added to 
the unsaturated polyester resin. The fractions of fiber reinforcement and the various 
additives are presented in Table 1. Properties of the glass fiber used in Std-SMC and 
Flex-SMC are presented in Table 2. 

CSM plates were manufactured with thickness B=15-17 mm. This thickness is in the 

range of suitable geometries for DCB tests according to [4]. The SMC:s were provided 

in plates of dimension 300x300x3 mm3. Four SMC plates were therefore bonded 
together by epoxy adhesive to acquire the desired DCB specimen thickness. DCB 
specimens were machined to the specified geometry according to Figure 3. 

Experiments and data reduction 
DCB tests were performed using a servo-hydraulic test machine, Instron 8501, at a 
constant cross head speed of 5 mm/min. In our experiments, 8*, (at the tip of the pre-
crack) is measured by attaching an extensometer on pins through the neutral axis of the 
specimen ensuring minimum influence on beam bending stiffness [10]. Acoustic 
emission (AE) (Physical Acoustics Corporation model 1220C preamplifier) was used to 
monitor fracture events during some of the experiments. An MP 100 data acquisition 
unit from Biopac Systems Inc. and a personal computer simultaneously registered load, 

crack opening and AE-data. 

The registered load can be used together with the geometry and material stiffness 

properties to calculate  J  according to eqn. (5). When the calculated  J  is plotted versus 

the measured crack-opening displacement,  d,  curves like the ones presented in Figure 
4 are obtained. The curves are generally not smooth. This causes numerical problems 
when the bridging-law is calculated since conventional numerical differentiation of 
experimental data is very sensitive to small variations of the experimental  J-b*  relation. 

Bridging-laws are therefore calculated from curves fit to experimental data. We have 
found that the use of a series of exponential functions of the form 

j((r) = 	exp —1 11. 	 (6) 
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is well suited to describe the J-å* relationship. The constants, A„ were determined by a 

least squares fitting procedure. The number of terms,  n,  that were required to obtain 
good agreement with experimental values varied between five and eight. We do not 
suggest that the different terms of the series function in eqn. (6) reflect any physical 
mechanisms of the fracture process. It is rather a tool that enables us to determine the 
bridging-law in a convenient way. 

Results and Discussion 

Steady state fracture energies 
The critical energy release rate,  J„  is determined from experimental values in the 

following manner (see Figure 4): As the DCB specimen is loaded,  J  increases. During 

this stage the energy is due to elastic deformation and advancement of the crack tip, 
creating a bridged crack (this also includes the work to create the damage zone in the 
vicinity of the crack as can be observed in Figure 5). It has been observed that the J-8 
curve often, especially for CSM-specimen, is quite irregular. This is explained by local 
variations in microstructure giving differences in fiber bridging contributions. For 
instance, local variations in the required work can be expected during the rising part of 

the J-6* curve, if the advancing crack reaches material which locally contains an 
increased number of fibers or a large number of fibers with a preferred orientation. If 
the bridged crack locally contains fibers with preferred orientation it is also likely that 
they fail or are pulled out from the matrix simultaneously. This will also cause 
variations in the measured  J-S  relationship. In Figure 5, variations in the darkened area 

(damaged material) along the bridged crack can be observed, corresponds to local 
variations in microstructure damage state. 

Once the crack opening reaches a critical value, 80, the local fiber bridging forces cease 
to operate, and the entire crack starts a steady state translation along the specimen. The 
energy release rate now reaches a plateau level that corresponds to the critical strain 

energy release rate,  J„  of the material. The steady state energy release rate values are 
indicated in Figure 4 with straight dotted lines and average values for the different 
materials are listed in Table 3. The largest value, 76.9 kJ/m2, is reported for the CSM 

material. Flex-SMC also shows a high steady state value, 56.0 kYni.2  while Std-SMC 

shows an average value of 25.9 kJ/m2. 

The higher value of the CSM compared to commercial SMC:s follows the results 
presented in [4] where the differences were attributed to the higher volume fraction of 
fibers. The differences between SMC:s are attributed to differences in the pull-out 
contribution during fracture, as will be discussed later. There is a large discrepancy 
between steady state values for CSM-laminates presented in this work and values in [4]. 
The constituents of the material are identical and a similar processing method was used. 
Possible reasons for the discrepancy are discussed later. 
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Fracture surface observations 
Photographs in Figure 6A-C  shows the fracture surface of tested DCB specimens. All 
fracture surfaces reveals a considerable extent of fiber pull-out. The fracture surface of 
the Std-SMC is presented in Figure 6A whereas Figure 6B shows the fracture surface of 
Flex-SMC. They show very different fracture surfaces. The pull-out length of fiber 
bundles is much longer for Flex-SMC as compared to Std-SMC. Remember that Std-
SMC has Jrc=25.9 kJ/m2  whereas Flex-SMC has J=56.0 kJ/m2  (see Table 3). This is 
taken as evidence that fiber pull-out is the main energy consumer. 

The reported differences in extent of pull-out between different materials is a result of 
variations in either interfacial bond characteristics or fiber strength. Fracture of bridging 
fibers is preferred if the fibers are weak and/or if interfacial bonds are strong. If fibers 
are strong and/or the interfacial strength is low, pull-out will be preferred. 

The photograph in Figure 6C shows a part of a fractured CSM specimen. The crack 
path is more irregular, the crack does not strictly follow the path designated by the side 
grooves. This is the reason why a fractured surface only can be easily observed on the 
lower part of the specimen in the picture. A large proportion of the material observed 
in the lower part is intact. The irregular crack path could contribute to our high 
values for CSM material compared to values presented in [4]. It should be pointed out 
that values in [4] are based on a few (three) tests and no data on scatter is presented. 
The irregular crack path explains the substantially larger scatter in fracture properties 
observed for CSM compared the two SMC materials, see Table 3. 

Since the chopped strands primarily are present in fiber bundles, the randomness in 
orientation of individual neighbouring fibers is often not high. It is difficult to conclude 
whether the major bridging unit is the bundle or the single fiber. In the photographs in 
Figure 6A-C,  entire fiber bundles are fractured or pulled out from the matrix. Some of 
those bundles seem to be more or less intact with intact matrix material surrounding 
individual fibers while others have more brush-like ends where individual fibers are 
separated. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy  (SEM)  observations of CSM fracture surfaces suggests 
that the pull-out mechanism is acting on two major scales. The first is pull-out of an 
entire bundle without fracture of fibers. These bundles, often with comparably long 
pull-out lengths, are obvious from the photographs in Figure 6A-C.  The second 
mechanism can explained based on the  SEM  photograph presented in Figure 7. The 
photograph shows pull-out of individual fibers from a bundle fracture surface. 
Individual fibers are pulled out from the matrix if a bundle fail. Both mechanisms may 
interact during failure and contribute strongly to the total energy. 
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Specimen size effects 
Determination of the bridging-law must be conducted on a specimen with geometry 
that ensures that the result is independent of specimen geometry. Results from tests 
where the height,  H,  of the DCB specimen beam was varied are shown in Figure 8 and 
in Figure 9. It can be observed in Figure 8 that the average steady state fracture energy,  
J.,  does not show any strong dependency of beam height. 

Furthermore, we observe in Figure 9 that there is no significant difference in the J-6* 
relation between specimens of various heights, apart from the 60 mm specimen. For 
this height, the result is shifted a bit to the right in the figure. Small out of the plane 
deflections (folding) around the side groove is believed to cause this behaviour. 

The folding tendency, including its influence on registered extensometer data, was 
confirmed in attempts to test specimens of height H=100 mm. In the experiment, an 
extensometer registered displacement on one side of the specimen while 3D digital 
speckle photography [12], registered displacement, including out of plane 
displacements, on the opposite side of the specimen. This specimen failed in the 
described folding manner. Since the extensometer is mounted on rigid pins through the 
specimen, folding of the specimen might cause erroneous 5' measurements when 

specimens with very large  H  are tested. 

The tests on specimen with varying height were carried out since it was pointed out in 
Ref. [4,6] that an influence of specimen geometry on results could be expected. This is 
due to the relatively large process zone height,  h,  that develops due to pull-out and/or 

fracture of fibers crossing the crack, see Figure 1. 

The performed tests with varying beam heights are encouraging since the results do not 
show any significant dependency of beam height. We therefore conclude that our 
bridging-law relationships are likely to represent good approximations of the true 
material behaviour. 

Bridging-laws 
When experimental bridging-laws are derived from our measured J-6* curves, the 
resulting relationship have a typical characteristic. The typical bridging-law shape is 
presented in Figure 10. This bridging-law was determined for Std-SMC specimen, but 
since bridging-laws for all materials showed similar features this particular bridging-law 
is used to highlight some of the general characteristics for bridging-laws of short fiber 
composites. 

At the very beginning, the bridging stress shows a steep linear increase with increasing .5 
(indicated by the dash-dotted line in Figure 10). The increase starts to deviate from 
linearity as 8 increases. The deviation gets more and more pronounced until, at a 
certain crack opening 8„„ the bridging stress reaches a maximum value,  ar  . The 
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bridging stress then starts to decrease with further opening of the crack. At the end, the 
bridging traction goes asymptotically toward zero with increasing S. 

Elastic deformation but also inelastic deformation of material within the process zone is 
believed to explain the initial increasing part of the bridging-law. At this stage all fibers 
are intact and contribute to the bridging stress. Acoustic events (AE) registered during 
tests, dashed line in Figure 10, supports this explanation. The AE curve indicates the 
total number of accumulated AE events. No AE events are registered for small 8. 

Shortly before the crack opening reaches 5,„ an increase in AE activity is observed. At 
this stage, a clear deviation from the initial linear bridging-law behaviour can be 
observed. This most likely corresponds to the start of fiber failure events and pull-out. 
When the crack opening reaches 8„„ further opening of the crack will not increase the 
total bridging stress since the number of fibers capable of bridging are rapidly 
decreasing. As S increases further, the number of AE shows a linear dependence with 
increasing Si.e. a steady state event rate is attained. This correlates well with the steady 
state translation of the bridged crack in our DCB experiment. 

It is important to point out that our measured S also includes deformation that takes 
place inside the process zone (see Figure 1). If the bridging-law is to be used in a 
calculation where the bulk material is modelled as linear elastic material, the bridging-
law has to be modified so that inelastic deformation are included in the bridging-law 
whereas elastic deformations are excluded [6]. Relationship taking this into account are 
available for unidirectional fiber reinforced composites [13,14]. Since similar 
relationships are not established for our type of material, we suggest that the first elastic 
part of the measured bridging-law, see dash-dotted line in Figure 10, could to a first 
approximation be used. This is used to work out the relationship between (5 and the 
crack opening displacement for application in a linear elastic model of substrate 
response. In this way the crack opening displacement, A, used in an elastic model could 
be calculated according to 

c
i

rb
c 
	 (7) 

where  K  represents the slope of the initial linear part of the measured bridging-law. 

An interesting feature of the measured bridging-laws is that if the bridging relation 
between 0.45„, and 0.84,, is studied separately, it turns out that it is well described by a 

crb(8)"` 	 (8) 

relationship. This was found by observing that a linear relationship was obtained when 
log  ab  was plotted versus log S for the given interval. Values of  k  were determined by 
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linear regression. The experimentally determined values of  k  are presented in Table 3. 
A value of k=1/2 seems to be valid for all materials. This result is in agreement with 
model predictions from McCartney [14] and Li [15]. Both models predict, assuming 
debonding and frictional sliding, that the bridging stress should scale with 61/2  during 
the initial part of the bridging-law when all fibers are intact. 

By also considering the effect of fractured and pulled out fibers in the model, Maalej 
and Li [16] are able to predict bridging-laws of short fiber composites. In their 
micromechanical model, a deterministic fiber strength and inextensibility of fibers and 
matrix is assumed. The model only considers pull-out and fracture of single fibers (no 
distinction between bundles and single fibers). Even though these assumptions are not 
completely realistic for our materials their model predicts bridging-laws with similarities 
to our measured, see Figure 11. The model is able to capture the general shape 
characteristics for bridging-laws of short fiber composites. 

Typical bridging-laws for the three tested materials are presented in Figure 12 with 
average o-" and 15,„ presented in Table 3. The highest bridging stresses are reported for 
the CSM composite. The scatter in  ar`  values is very large for this material (see 
previous section for a discussion of the source for this scatter). It is interesting to 
observe that the average maximum bridging stress, a,' , of CSM is roughly two times 
higher for this material as compared to the two SMC materials. Flex-SMC shows a 
slightly higher value compared to Std-SMC. The high o-" for the CSM material is 
attributed to the higher volume fraction of fibers in this material (also two times 
higher). This is in qualitative agreement with model predictions presented in Figure 11 
where we used Maalej and Li's model in a parametric study, investigating the influence 
of interfacial strength and  Vf  on bridging-laws. 

It can be observed in Figure 12 that the bridging-laws for all three materials shows the 
same general shape characteristic as described in connection to Figure 10. The high 
o-,7 value for CSM is apparent. The bridging-law of Std-SMC is rather similar to the 
one of CSM with the difference that Crb values are approximately twice as large for 
CSM. As was pointed out earlier, the difference in bridging stress is attributed to 
differences in fiber volume fraction. 

When comparing the bridging-law curves of Std-SMC and Flex-SMC only very small 
differences in maximum bridging stress are observed. The larger pull-out lengths of 
fibers that was observed for Flex-SMC is reflected in the bridging-law. Increasing pull-
out lengths corresponds to a shift in the bridging-law towards higher 8. Similar shift 
was observed for bridging-laws when interfacial strength was decreased in the 
parametric study presented in Figure 11. Since the only difference between the glass 
fibers in the Std-SMC and Flex-SMC was in the sizing-type (see Table 2), it is likely 
that the observed shift of bridging-laws for Flex-SMC is due to weaker interfacial 
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bonding. This may be caused by the different sizing-type but also by the thermoplastic 
additive used in Flex-SMC. 

Conclusions 
Critical fracture energies,  J,  were determined for three different short fiber reinforced 
composites using DCB specimen loaded with pure bending moments. The study 
included an investigations of DCB specimen height on the fracture process. Our 
experimentally determined  J  vs. 3' relations showed no significant dependency of 
specimen height. Bridging-laws determined in this study can therefore be considered as 
material properties. The beneficial effect of high volume fraction of fibers on fracture 
energy was confirmed. Higher fracture energy was also observed for Flex-SMC than for 
Std-SMC since the extent of pull-out was much larger. Since the only difference 
between the glass fibers in the SMC materials was in the sizing-type, weaker interfacial 
bonding is likely to cause the higher  J,  in Flex-SMC. 

The determined bridging-laws showed the same characteristic shape for all materials. At 
small a when all fibers are intact, the bridging stress increases with increasing  å  As the 
number of bridging fibers starts to decrease due to failure or complete pull-out from 
matrix, the bridging stress passes through a maximum. After this point, further increase 
of 8 results in lowered bridging stress due to rapid loss of bridging fibers. In the Flex-
SMC, the larger extent of fiber pull-out shifts the bridging-law towards larger a 

It was observed that the bridging-law contains important and interesting information 
about the coupling between microstructure parameters and material failure behaviour. 
No such information is available from the single values (fracture energy or toughness 
values) for the crack growth criterion when a conventional LEFM approach is used. 
The bridging-law approach is attractive since it can be used as a tool for optimisation of 
material failure behaviour, through the choice of material composition and 
microstructure. 
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Table 1 Properties of tested material. 

CSM Std-SMC Flex-SMC  
E  [GPa] 	 16.4 11.5 8.3 
/f  [mm] 	 25 25 25  

Vfib„  [Vo] 	 40  —  222  —  20'  

Wfiber [%] 	 60 30 34'  

Wfine,  ['A] 44' 35'  
WLD-spheres  [Vo]  —  5'  

Pcomvosite  [g/  CM3]  1.9' 1.48'  
'Based on manufacturer's  data 

Table 2 Properties of glass fibers in SMC materials (manufacturer's data).  

Std-SMC 	 Flex-SMC 
Type 	 E-glass 	 E-glass  
Origin 	 Wrexham(UK) 	Wrexham (UK) 
Sizing type 	 PVAC 	PUR  modified PVAC 
Strand solid [%] 	 1.00 	 0.97 
Sizing solubility [%] 	 70 	 80 
Fiber diameter Dim] 	 14 	 14 
Bundle Tex 	 75 	 75 

Table 3 Average fracture properties for the different materials obtained 
from DCB tests. Numbers in brackets denotes standard deviation. 

CSM Std-SMC Flex-SMC 
No.  of  specimens  10 8 5  
J, [kJ/m2]  76.9 (10.6) 25.9 (1.7) 56.0 (7.1) 
07  [MPa]  185 (73) 75 (11) 86 (14)  
örn  [mm] 0.16 (0.05) 0.13 (0.03) 0.19 (0.03)  
k  0.49 (0.12) 0.56 (0.16) 0.41 (0.08) 
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Figure 1 Principal drawings. Upper: Sketch of bridged short fiber composite crack 
including a possible process zone. The bridging length is Lb, process zone height is  h.  
Lower: Bridging-law approach where influence of fibers are modelled as one 
dimensional bridging-law (schematically represented by non-linear springs). 
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Figure 2 The DCB test rig for pure moment loading of specimen. 
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Figure 3 Principle and geometry of DCB test specimen. Typical dimensions of 
specimen are also presented. 
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Figure 4J-d  relationship for the tested materials from DCB tests. 
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Figure 5 Photograph of CSM DCB specimen in transrnitted light after test. The test 

was stopped immediately when steady state crack translation was observed. 
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Figure 6 Photograph of fractured DCB specimens: A) Conventional SMC (Std-SMC). 

B) Low density-High flex SMC (Flex-SMC). C) Chopped strand mat composite

(CSM).
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Figure 6 Continued.
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Figure 6 Continued.
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Figure 7 SEM picture showing individual fiber pull-out from bundle fracture surface of 

CSM material. 
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Figure 8 Steady state strain energy release rate, J, vs. DCB specimen height, H. Tests 

were conducted on Std-SMC. 
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Figure 10 Bridging stress and accumulated number of acoustic events as function of 
crack opening displacement, ö. Data obtained for Std-SMC. 
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Figure 11 Predictions of bridging-law according to model suggested by Maalej and Li 
[16]. Case A: Reference. Case  B:  Two times higher  Vf  (other inputs remained 
unchanged). Case  C:  Half the interfacial frictional bond strength (other inputs remained 
unchanged). 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is a pilot study to evaluate the use of two recently 
developed optical methods, Stereoscopic Digital Speckle Photography (Stereo-
DSP) and combined DSP-DSPI (Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry), for 
measurements of fracture behavior of notched glass mat composites. During 
fracture of notched glass mat composites, the observed damage zone ahead of the 
crack tip often reaches a considerable size. In order to estimate the influence of this 
damage zone to the overall fracture process it is of interest to examine its size and 
the deformation field in the vicinity of the crack tip. Stereo-DSP has proven to be 
stable, easy to use and it gives the true deformation vector in an arbitrary number 
of points on the object surface. Combining DSPI and DSP, on the other hand, has 
the advantage that the deformation can be measured beyond the speckle size with 
interferometric accuracy and spatial resolution. It seems also possible to extract vital 
information concerning microstructural changes on the object surface (damage 
zone) from speckle decorrelation. 

Introduction 
In this paper, Stereoscopic Digital Speckle Photography (Stereo-DSP) and a 
combination between DSP and DSPI (Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry) will be 
used to study deformation of a polymer composite during loading. The combined 
technique will be used to calculate the movement of the object at the same time as the 
deformation at the crack tip is studied with the DSPI technique. The Stereo-DSP 
technique will be used to study the three-dimensional deformation field. 

Short fiber polymer composites are materials of great interest and potential for a 
number of applications e.g. parts with limited load bearing requirements in cars. Major 
advantages with short fiber composites compared to continuous fiber composites are 
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low production costs and the possibility to produce components with very complicated 
geometry. Examples of such components currently used in cars are extemal panels and 
seat trays. 

Failure properties of such material are of obvious importance. In materials such as 
metals and unreinforced polymers linear fracture mechanics (LEFM) is widely used. 
Through this body of experimental and theoretical procedures and results, not only the 
strength of the structures can be estimated but also the damage development. 
Unfortunately, this is not yet possible with polymer composites. A fundamental 
assumption in LEFM is that the damage zone at the tip of a crack is small compared to 
crack length. The fracture process of a composite involves a number of different 
discrete mechanisms acting in a zone close to the crack tip. The size of this zone is in 
many cases comparable to the crack size. Thus for a composite the fundamental 
assumption of LEFM is in many cases not valid. 

The research presented here is partly driven by the interest to investigate the potential 
of an alternative failure model that incorporates contributions from the different 
mechanisms in the process zone to a so-called bridging law [fl. A bridging law is the 
relationship between the local crack opening displacement and the bridging stress. The 
bridging stress is the stress by which surviving fibers counteract further opening of an 
existing crack. This approach where discrete failure events are smeared together and 
treated as a single mechanism, bridging law, decides the scale for experimental 
observations to be on the damage zone rather than on discrete failure events. 

Rough estimations of the size of the zone can be performed by inspection of fracture 
surfaces. Apart from being an indirect method, this method gives no information of the 
development of the deformation zone at an early stage of damage. Attempts to 
determine the displacement field close to notch tip has previously been performed using 
DSP-methods [2]. It is evident from the results that no deformation data are available in 
some parts of the observed area close to the crack tip. 

The primary driving force for this study is the interest to investigate the potential of a 
new developed method, a combination of Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry and 
Digital Speckle Photography, for determination of deformation fields of material 
undergoing large local deformations. Both Digital Speckle Photography (DSP) and 
Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry (DSPI) are well-established measuring 
techniques. 

DSP, which is also known as Electronic Speckle Photography (ESP) [3-6], is a digital 
image correlation technique that is used to measure surface deformations. It is a two-
dimensional measuring technique, but by using two cameras looking at the object at a 
fixed angle Synnergren and  Sjödahl  [7,8] has shown that it is possible to obtain three 
dimensional deformation fields. This method is called Stereo-DSP. Both these DSP- 
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techniques are used to measure surface deformations that can be several tens of speckle 
diameters [5]. DSPI (sometimes called TV holography, Electronic Speckle Pattern 
Interferometry (ESPI) or electro-optical holography) on the other hand is an 
interferometric method that measures small deformations of a surface. If the 
deformation exceeds one speckle diameter, uncorrelated speckles will be compared on 
the detector and the fringes will be lost. It has been shown that the phase-stepped 
images, which are the basis for DSPI, can be recombined in a manner that will cancel 
the phase information and only the phase modulation will remain [9,10]. These images 
can therefore be analyzed with the DSP technique. Hence, a combination of DSPI and 
DSP can be used to obtain the deformation field with interferometric accuracy even if 
the studied object moves during increasing load. 

In Section 2 the principles behind the techniques are introduced, then in Section 3 the 
used composite and the experiments are described along with the results and a 
discussion. In Section 4 the conclusions of this research is presented. 

Theory 

Digital Speckle Photography 
Digital Speckle Photography, DSP, is a well-known non-destructive measuring 
technique where an image before deformation is compared with images taken after 
deformation. The comparison is a digital cross-correlation between two images and the 
correlation peak that is obtained gives information about the movement of the surface. 
If the object is illuminated with white light, the object surface must have a random 
pattern a so-called white light speckle pattern. The random pattern can be a natural 
random structure on the object or a pattern that has been applied to the surface with for 
instance spray paint. If laser light, on the other hand, is used a speckle pattern is 
achieved due to variations in the microstructure of the surface. In either case, the 
speckle pattern follows the surface during deformation and can therefore be studied to 
obtain information about the deformation. The condition for DSP is that the speckle 
size must be greater than two pixels on the detector to satisfy the Nyquist sampling 
criteria [6]. 

In Stereoscopic DSP (Stereo-DSP), two cameras are looking at the object at an angle 
that makes it possible to obtain three dimensional deformation fields. In the case o 
Stereo-DSP, only white-light-speckle patterns can be used. Synnergren and  Sjödahl  
give the background and theory for the Stereo-DSP-technique in ref [7,8]. 

Combination of Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry and Digital 
Speckle Photography 
When the combined technique of DSP and DSPI is used, the classical Leendertz 
configuration for in-plane sensitivity shown in Figure 1 is used. The beam  splitter  
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divides the light into two equally intense light beams, which illuminates the object an 
angle 0 relative to the optical axis, respectively. The configuration is sensitive for 
deformations in the  y-direction. 

One of the beams hits a piezo-mirror before it illuminates the object. Therefore, the 
phase of that beam can be modulated. This is done in order to achieve the four phase-
stepped images before and after deformation that is the basis for DSPI [11]. These eight 
images are combined to four new images where the background irradiance is cancelled 
[9,10,12].  

C, = 	y, ) cos[0(xl, y, )] ,  (1)  

S, = 	(xp .Y1) sin[0(xi  (2)  

C, = 2/„, (XV Y2) COS[0(X2, Y2) + n(X2, Y2)] (3)  

S2 	24, (X2 ,  Y2 ) sin[ø(x2,Y2)+0(x2,Y2)]• (4)  

Where I is the modulation irradiance, 0 the random speckle phase and 52 is the phase 
along the sensitivity vector due to deformation. 

From these four images, one can obtain the wrapped phase map of the deformation (i.e. 
all the values of the phase lie between -7C and 7C) as:  

 

CiS2  C2Si  

C1C2 S1S2  

 

(x, y) =arctan (5)  

  

This phase map is undisturbed by the random speckle phase and the relative 
deformation of the object can be obtained. However, if the deformation exceeds one 
speckle diameter the correlation of the speckles drops to zero and the phase information 
is lost. Therefore, if the object is exposed to large rigid body motions during loading, 
the information about the deformation is lost. A technique to solve this problem has 
been presented, [9,10] where a combination of DSPI and DSP is suggested. The DSP is 
used to obtain the rigid body motion, which is compensated for in the DSPI-algorithm 
and the fringes are retrieved. To obtain the information about the movement of the 
speckles that is needed for the DSP-algorithm, Eqs. (1)-(4) are recombined to the 
following two images: 

2/,, (xi,y1)=(c +s) 	 (6) 

2/(x2 ,y2 )=(C,2  +S22 )1/2 
	

(7) 
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where no phase information is present but leaving the speckle modulation. Therefore, a 
digital cross-correlation between Eq. (6) and (7) gives the rigid body motion. When 
this large motion is obtained the speckles can be moved back that amount and the 
fringes in Eq. (5) are retrieved. This means that Ow  can be obtained for deformations 
considerably larger than one speckle diameter. 

Experiment 
The material tested is a chopped strand-mat (CSM) laminate manufactured by vacuum 
infusion molding. Fibers from a rowing intended for cutting, Owens Corning 357D, 
were chopped to 25 mm long strands. The strands were distributed with random 
orientation on a 1000x500 mm2  aluminium plate and covered by a vacuum bag. 
Unsaturated polyester, Reichold Norpol 420-100, was used as matrix material. The 
thickness of the plate was 2 mm and the fiber volume content was 40%. Test coupons 
of dimension 200x50 mrn2  were cut from the plate. Center notched tensile (CNT) 
specimens were manufactured by machining a notch at the center of the coupons 
according to Figure 2. 

Tensile tests were performed in an Instron 4411 tensile testing machine. The test 
configuration is such that the lower grip of the test machine is fixed while the upper 
grip translates with constant displacement rate according to the rate chosen for each 
test. The loading rate was 1 mm/min for Stereo-DSP measurements while loading rate 
0.2 mm/min was used for measurements with DSPI. Testing polymer composites at 
low loading rates are usually avoided because of the inherent time dependent properties 
of the polymer matrix. If the loading rate is low there is a possibility that a considerable 
amount of deformation is due to creep and relaxation phenomenon in the material. On 
the other hand, a high loading rate induces large deformations over a short period of 
time. This can cause some problems when DSPI is employed. If the deformation 
between two subsequent frames is too large, there might occur problems to resolve the 
fringes due to the finite resolution of the detector. The load, F, versus grip 
displacement, A, for both Stereo-DSP and the combined technique (DSPI+DSP) tests 
are presented in Figure 3. Both specimens fail at approximately the same load, 4.1 kN. 
There is a difference between the displacement at which the two specimens fail. The 
lower loading rate gives a lower A, which can be explained by larger creep strains in the 
highly stressed area ahead of the crack tip. It is worth pointing out that displacement 
data include the total deformation between the grips, i.e. including possible gliding 
between grip and specimen, and should therefore be interpreted with caution. Visual 
observations during the tests did not reveal any differences in failure behavior between 
the two methods and loading rates. 

Digital Speckle Photography 
Two CCD cameras were used to obtain the 3-D deformation—fields of the 
displacement. The cameras were mounted so that an area of two by two centimeters 
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was studied. The speckles on the object were sprayed paint, as the composite itself was 
too transparent. The sub-images used for cross-correlation were 32x32 pixels. In Figure 
4(a,  b)  the displacement vectors show the movement of each sub-image between the 
reference image, which was captured before the loading started, and two states of 
loading. The last image is taken just before failure. Deformation fields obtained with 
Stereo-DSP from an early part of the tensile test, as shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4c, 
are very distinct and easy to interpret. Values are obtained for each sub-image except 
for sub-images within the crack. As the load increases, large deformations take place 
ahead of the crack tip. In the calculated displacement fields at the end of the loading 
cycle, Figure 4b and Figure 4d, no values are obtained for some sub-images located 
close to the original crack tip. Lack of data is also registered for a number of sub-images 
some distance ahead of the crack tip. The method is thus very robust if the measured 
material undergoes limited and fairly uniform deformation. If large local deformations 
take place, as in the case of deformations ahead of the crack in a composite CNT-
specimen, this method shows limitations due to decorrelation problems and limited 
spatial resolution. Hence, this method is favorable to use in studies where the object 
deformation is elastic. The Stereo-DSP gives a deformation field over the whole 
surface, whereas conventional methods using e.g. extensometers only provide 
information of displacements between two points on the specimen. 

Combination of Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry and Digital 
Speckle Photography 
A Nd:YAG laser with wavelength 532  nm  was used to illuminate the object and a 
CCD camera with a pixel pitch of 8.3 gm horizontally and 9.7gm vertically was used 
to capture the images. The image processing system, which the CCD camera was 
connected to, was developed by Recognition Technology, Inc. A lens (with a focal 
length of 130 mm) with a fixed magnification of M = 0.15 and an F#  of 32 was used. 
This means that the speckle size, a, was 2 pixels on the detector and the Nyquist 
criteria was therefore fulfilled. The angle, 0, in the in-plane set-up (Figure 1) was 
approximately 25 degrees. 

The four phase-shifted images were captured every tenth second during the 
experiment. A total A of 1.7 mm was obtained before the composite failed. To analyse 
this with the DSP technique at least three subimages had to be chosen to make it 
possible to estimate the deformation field. The subimages chosen in this case is shown 
in Figure 5. In Figure 6 three wrapped phase maps obtained by the combined 
technique at three different times are presented. In all three cases the phase-maps 
describes the deformation in two successive images, which correspond to a A of 0.03 
mm. However, the total amount of the deformation is calculated with the DSP-
algorithm (i.e. the deformation between the first image and the one mentioned for each 
figure below). Figure 6(a) is a phase map of the deformation between A=0.067 and 
0.070 mm. Here the object has moved 26 gm in  y-direction in the area above the 
crack and 10 gm in the area below. The next image (Figure 6(b)) is captured after 
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A=0.7 mm. Here the object has moved a total amount of 260 pm on the upper half 
and 80 p.m in the lower half since the start of the loading. In the last image A=1.5 mm 
Now the object has moved 0.70 mm and 0.2 mm over and below the crack 
respectively. From the DSP result the movement in the  x-direction is also obtained. 
For the first two images in Fig. 6 there were very small displacements in the  x-
direction. When the displacement vector, A, was 1.5 mm, the composite had moved 
0.4 mm in the negative  x-direction in subimage 2. The movement over and below the 
crack is only 0.03 and 0.006 mm respectively in the  x-direction. 

The difference in the phase maps is that the fringes reach the crack tip in the first one, 
while in the second image the origin of the fringes seems to have moved to the right. 
In the third image it is a very distinct area ahead of the original crack tip where the 
largest deformations occur, i.e. the largest areas of deformation has moved from the 
crack tip to an area a couple of millimeters away. This translation of fringe-origins 
indicates that the crack tip translates in positive  x-direction. Although it is tempting to 
assume that the crossing point of extrapolated fringe traces would give the position of 
the crack tip, further investigations and analyzes are necessary to establish the absolute 
position of the crack tip. 

The results obtained with this combined technique are very promising. The next step is 
to decrease the studied area to approximately one by one centimeter at the crack tip. As 
the studied area is decreased, the spatial resolution increases and a larger number of 
fringes can be resolved in that area. Therefore, the loading rate can also be increased 
without having problems to distinguish the fringes. As larger deformations are needed 
to obtain fringes, speckle decorrelation due to motion will appear sooner and the 
combined technique presented here will be the only way to get the information about 
the deformation field. The fact that the loading rate can be faster or slower also gives an 
opportunity to study if the size or the behavior of the zone around the crack tip is 
different at different loading rates. 

Conclusions 
From the results, one can see that for areas some distance from the crack tip Stereo-
DSP has sufficient spatial resolution, while close to the crack tip data is lost due to 
decorrelation. Hence, Stereo-DSP is a versatile technique that can be used when 
knowledge of overall displacement fields is required. 

The combined method is showing encouraging results when it comes to study 
properties of the process zone in the close vicinity of a crack tip. In order to resolve 
details of the process zone further, a smaller observation area is required. For such a case 
results with interferometric accuracy can only be obtained with the combined 
technique. The combined technique can be used with advantage when detailed 
information about large deformation at small areas is of interest, e.g. the complex fiber 
bridging interaction at the crack tip of a glass mat composite. 
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Object 

Figure 1. Optical configuration of the system for measurements of in-plane 
deformations. The system is sensitive for deformations in the  y-direction. M, mirror; 
BS, beam  splitter;  PS, phase-stepped mirror; BE, beam expander; CCD, video camera. 
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Figure 2.  ONT  specimen configuration. The shaded areas show the area that was 
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d): 3-D representation of obtained displacements at 11=0.6 mm (c) and 11=1.7 mm (d). 

Bar on the right hand side of c) and d) indicate differences in scale between the two 

figures. 
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Figure 5. The squares in the figure illustrates the three sub-images chosen for cross

correlation. 
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Figure 6. Phase maps obtained from two successive images by the combined technique 
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Abstract 
Transverse cracking is an important phenomenon in the context of fluid leakage in 
pipes and pressure vessels. Multiple transverse cracking in [0/90], glass fiber 
reinforced  vinylester  and epoxy laminates with six different fiber surface treatments 
(size) is examined. Film-former composition is the variable since this component 
can be easily changed also in commercial size formulations. The influence of the 
film-former polymer on transverse cracking is significant in epoxy laminates and 
very strong in  vinylester  laminates. Both onset of transverse cracking and slope of 
crack density vs. strain are influenced. Remarkably low crack densities were 
observed in some  vinylester  laminates. Micromechanisms of cracking are 
interpreted. Correlation is established between transverse cracking behavior and 
interfacial shear strength measured by single fragmentation tests. The strong  film-
former  effect is proposed to be due to a combination of improved interfacial 
adhesion and the plasticizing effect from the film-former on the interphase region. 

Introduction 
In many structural applications of polymer composites, continuous aligned fibers are 
used as reinforcement. A property of great interest for these materials is the ability of 
the material to withstand transverse loads without development of damage in the form 
of cracks. In the case of tubes and pressure vessels, the formation of transverse cracks 
ultimately leads to leakage since cracks connect and form a path through the wall. For 
angle-ply laminated tubes subjected to biaxial loading, transverse cracking has been 
identified as the first failure mechanism [I]. The most convenient method to study 
transverse cracking is in [0/90], cross-ply laminates. The constraint imposed by the two 
0-degree layers allows multiple transverse fracture to occur in the 90°-layer [2]. The 
multiple fracture phenomenon provides many data from each specimen, facilitating 
statistical analysis. 
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The detailed mechanisms of transverse cracking in cross-ply laminates have been the 
subject of many investigations [3,4,5]. Several parameters of importance have been 
identified such as matrix properties, properties of the interface between fiber and 
matrix, and process induced residual strains. The present study is focused on the 
influence of interfacial properties and explores the possibility to improve crack 
resistance by proper choice of film-former in the fiber coating (size). 

Much of previous efforts to explore improvement of interfacial properties have been 
focused on the influence of the coupling agent [6,7,8]. It has been found that it 
promotes adhesion between fiber and matrix. Debonding then occurs at higher strains 
and transverse cracking is delayed. In the present study, attention is focused on the  film-
former  polymer in the size. Cross-ply laminates with different fibers are produced and 
tested. The different fibers are treated with size containing identical coupling agent but 
different  filin-former polymers, see Table 1. Additives, anti-static agents and lubricants 
are excluded in all formulations. Results from various previous studies indicate that the 
role of the film-former may be of significant importance to fiber-matrix adhesion and 
composite properties [9,10,11]. These previous studies have been concerned with in-
plane shear properties of laminates whereas in the present study, we focus on the 
resistance against transverse cracking. 

Experimental 

Materials 

Two different resins are used in this investigation, one modified  vinylester  cured with 
2.1 weight % methylethylketone peroxide (MEKP) catalyst and one epoxy resin, Ciba-
Geigy LY556/HY917/DY070 mixed in the ratio 100/80/0.6. Laminates are produced 
using six model fibers provided by Owens Corning. All model fibers are based on 
Advantex® glass fiber with different size formulations applied to the fiber at fabrication 
before assembly into 2400 tex rovings. The same silane coupling agent, 
methylacryloxypropyltrirnethoxy silane, is used in all formulations. The difference is 
only in film-forming polymers. The different film-formers are presented in Table 1. 
Lubricants, antistatic agents and other additives are excluded. 

Casting procedure 

Cross-ply laminates [0/90], (transverse cracking studies) and unsymmetric 	2, 1 ro2 - /90 T 

(residual strain studies) laminates with 0.5 mm ply thickness are produced by resin 
transfer molding (RTM). The equipment is presented in Figure 1. Before injection of 
the resin, a preform is made by winding fibers on a 200  x  200 mm metal plate in a 
winding machine. After placing the preform in the mold, the mold is closed by joining 
the two halves by tightening bolts with a dynamometric wrench. The injection pressure 
is 0.3 MPa. Reduction of the pressure at the outlet of the mould reduces the void 
content of the laminate [12]. A vacuum pump is therefore connected to the outlet of 
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the mould during injection, keeping the pressure at 0.005 MPa.  Vinylester  laminates are 
cured in the tool at ambient temperature for two hours followed by post-cure for two 
hours at 80  °C.  Epoxy laminates are cured in the mould for four hours at 80  °C  and 
post-cured for two hours at 140  °C.  

Testing 

Cross-ply laminates are cut and polished to specimen dimension 200x15x2 mm (gauge 
length 100 mm). Specimen edges are polished with silicon carbide paper in successive 
steps from 200 to 2400 grit. The laminates are tested in  uniaxial  tension with a 
crosshead speed of 2.0 mm/min. Initiation and growth of transverse cracks are 
registered by detection of acoustic emissions. Acoustic events are registered by a 
piezoelectric sensor attached to the specimen with a spring. A matched low noise 
preamplifier, Physical Acoustics Corporation model 1220C with filter bandwidth 100-
1200kHz and gain 40/60 dB, amplifies sensor output. Data are registered by a MP 100 
data acquisition unit from Biopac Systems Inc. and a personal computer. Determination 
of crack events is done by correlating the number of visually observed cracks with 
acoustic emission data. Cracks that have propagated through half of the sample width or 
more are counted. Values of crack density, 4, as a function of applied mechanical strain, 
£„„ is determined for each specimen. The average crack density can be calculated 
according to 

rnN (E 

< 	(e.) >= 	 (1) 
n1  

Residual strains in the transverse layer of [0/90]s  laminates are determined by the radius 
of curvature of an unsymmetric [02/9021T  laminate. The subsequent cooling to room 
temperature after post-cure causes the laminate to curve due to the mismatch in 
thermal expansion properties between the 0° and 90°-layers. Experimental data are 
evaluated according to Bailey et. al. [3]. The residual thermal strain in the 90°-layer of a 
symmetric cross-ply laminate with a 90°-layer thickness equal to the total thickness of 
the 0°-layers (neglecting Poisson contractions) is calculated by 

	

RE 	E ,(ar —aL )AT 

	

E90 	E, + ET 	' (2) 

where EL  and ET  denote the elastic moduli, a, and a,. the thermal expansion 
coefficients of the longitudinal and transverse plies respectively, AT denotes the 
difference in temperature between post-cure and room temperature. The radius of 
curvature of an unsymmetric beam can be related to the difference in thermal 
expansion coefficients by an equation from Timoshenko [13]. In the case of a [0/90]s  
cross-ply laminate, substitution of Timoshenko's expression into Eq. (2) gives [3] 
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where r denotes the radius of curvature and t denotes half the thickness of the 
unsymmetric [02/902], laminate. 

Experimental values for residual strain are compared to theoretical values obtained from 
micromechanics expressions for thermal expansion coefficients in combination with 
laminate theory. The longitudinal and the transverse coefficients of thermal expansion 
can be calculated by [14] 

1  I  
a, = 	(x f  E f V f  +a„,E„,V,„), 	 (4) 

a, = (1+ vf  )cr f  V f  + (1+ v „,)a,„V„, - a ,v „T . 	 (5)  

where  E  denotes the elastic modulus, V is the volume fraction, v is the Poisson ratio 
and a is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Subscripts L, T, f and m refer to 
longitudinal direction, transverse direction, fiber and matrix respectively. The 
coefficient of linear thermal expansion is determined for pure matrix plates with 
dimensions 100x100x2 mm. Strain gauge values of free thermal expansion is registered 
as the sample is heated from 23°C to 50°C. Correction of measured strains for 
thermally induced signals is done by simultaneous registration of strains in a gauge 
bonded to a sample of titanium silicate. 

In situ observations of transverse crack initiation and propagation in cross-ply laminates 
are performed in a  Minimat  miniature mechanical test machine from Polymer 
Laboratories Ltd. (UK) mounted in an optical microscope. Loading of the  Minimat  
machine is done manually and the displacement is registered by a specially designed 
extensometer. 

Single fiber fragmentation tests are performed on model composites with a single fiber 
of type BUP2 (see Table 1) embedded in a block of  vinylester  matrix. The specimen is 
cut into dimensions 100x6x2. Polishing of the specimen edges is done by standard 
metallographic techniques. Tensile loading of the specimen is conducted in a  Minimat  
miniature testing machine. The fiber fragmentation process is observed in an optical 
microscope while an extensometer registers the displacement. With increasing strain, 
the fiber fails at multiple sites, creating shorter and shorter fragments. The number of 
fragments increases until a critical fragment length, 1„ is reached. The  Weibull  strength 
distribution of the fiber [15,16] can be calculated from the early part of the test, when 
the numbers of fragments still are increasing. 

The elementary ideas for the test was developed by Aveston et. al. [17] who suggested 
that the interfacial shear strength is proportional to the inverse of critical fragment 
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length. Their model was later refined by DiBenedetto et. al. [18] by taking the variation 
of fiber strength with fiber length into account giving the expression  

b  
=K--<cr

f 
 (I )>  

where 11 is the interfacial shear strength, df  is the diameter of the fiber and < cf (le)> 
denotes the average fiber strength at a fiber length equal to critical fragment length.  K  is 
a correction factor taking the distribution of fragment lengths (and ineffective lengths) 
into account. Avestons original model assumes negligible variability in fiber strength 
giving  K  a value of 3/4. In recent work Hui et.al. [19,20] suggests a different approach 
based on some recent theoretical developments in order to improve the estimation of 
the interfacial shear strength. The analysis includes influence of fiber strength 
distribution on length distribution of fragments as well as a closed form expression for 
the average number of breaks as a function of strain. Based on the closed form solution 
they obtain an expression  

= Kt' 21e at" 

d  f 	
(7) 

where al, is the  Weibull  scale parameter corresponding to a reference length equal to 
the average fragment length at saturation. The correction factor  K„  has the form 

KIIP =(Ze...) —(g+1)/P  e  (8) 

where L. is the average number of breaks in a fiber per unit dimensionless fiber length 
at saturation. The value of xoo  can either be calculated from the  Weibull  shape 
parameter, ß, or from tabulated values presented in Ref. [19]. 

Results and discussion 

Tensile tests of cross-ply laminates 
The average crack density versus strain for the epoxy laminates is presented in Figure 
2a. The strain at onset of transverse cracking,  e„„  is in the range 0.24 <  E„  < 0.33. In 
Figure 2b, similar data are presented for  vinylester  laminates. The distribution of  E„,  
0.27 <  e„  < 0.85, spans over a wider range than corresponding values for epoxy 
laminates. The difference in transverse cracking behavior due to the choice of fthri-
forming polymer is more pronounced for laminates with  vinylester  matrix than for 
epoxy laminates. There are large differences in both eo, and crack density versus strain 
slope. 

(6) 
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Among the  vinylester  laminates, there are three systems with remarkable resistance 
against transverse cracks. According to Figure 2b, for the best systems, almost no cracks 
are formed during the tests and a high  E„  is observed. The fibers used in these 
composites are of type BUP1, BUP2 and BUP3. They all have unsaturated polyester 
prepolymer based on Bisphenol A as film-former polymer. One may note that  
vinylester  prepolymers are also based on Bisphenol-A [21]. Two fibers with high crack 
resistance in  vinylester  laminates, BUP2 and BUP3, also show high cracking resistance 
with epoxy matrix. The third, BUP1, does not perform well in combination with 
epoxy matrix. 

In Figure 3, crack density curves for laminates based on two fibers are plotted for the 
cases of epoxy and  vinylester  matrix (each fiber is used with epoxy and  vinylester  
matrix). The two fibers, EP2 and BUP2, are chosen because of the large difference in 
their resistance against transverse cracking. The film-former influences the transverse 
cracking much stronger for laminates with  vinylester  matrix. Both  E„  and the slope of 
the crack density curve are strongly influenced, see Figure 3. The effect of the matrix 
on transverse cracking is also apparent. The epoxy and  vinylester  used, have very 
different failure strains  (vinylester  —20%, epoxy —5%) and fracture toughness. As a 
consequence, the transverse cracking behavior differs considerably. The reason is that in 
a tough matrix, initial debonds and microscopic cracks grow very slowly. 

Transverse cracks are usually initiated at the edge of the specimen, independently of the 
type of matrix. This is due to the stress concentration [5,22,23] at the fiber/matrix 
interface at the edge of the specimen. As a specimen with brittle epoxy matrix is loaded 
to a certain level, a crack grows through the sample more or less instantaneously when 
a crack is initiated. The reason is that microscopic subcracks grow unstably to macro-
cracks already at small size. This is primarily due to the low toughness of this matrix, 
G1 =0.11kJ/m2  [24]. For laminates with the tougher  vinylester  matrix, the scenario is 
different. Macroscopic cracks are often arrested and do not propagate through the 
whole width of the specimen. Similar observations have been reported in previous 
studies [4,5]. The appearance of the cracked laminates is illustrated in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6. Larger proportions of  vinylester  laminate cracks (Figure 6) are arrested as 
compared to epoxy laminates in Figure 5. The damage in  vinylester  laminates is more 
irregular and more difficult to quantify. Some edge delamination is even evident as 
whitened regions in the  vinylester  laminates. One may note that  vinylester  laminates 
have been strained to 1.8% whereas epoxy laminates were deformed to 1.3%. 
Although, this is difficult to interpret from Figure 6, the maximum crack density for the  
vinylester  laminates differs by a factor of ten (see also Figure 3). If we analyze transverse 
cracking on the basis of linear elasticity and idealized transverse cracks, laminates of 
similar dimensions and elastic properties are predicted to show the same maximum 
crack density [25]. The fact that  vinylester  laminates have low crack density is therefore 
puzzling. One possible reason could be local delaminations at the tip of transverse 
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cracks, however, such delaminations are not observed. As a consequence, stress 
relaxation due to plastic and/or viscoelastic effects is a more likely cause. 

Residual strains 

Mechanical strain is only one contribution to the total strain in the 90°-layer of cross-
ply laminates. Residual strains are also introduced during fabrication due to contraction 
of the 90°-layer. In order to compare cracking properties between cross-ply laminates 
with different matrices, these residual strains must be taken into account. A typical cure 
schedule involves curing the laminate, either at room temperature or at elevated 
temperature, until it vitrifies. This is followed by post-cure at elevated temperature, 
often above the maximum glass transition temperature, in order to accomplish fill cure. 
During cure and subsequent cooling to room temperature, chemical matrix shrinkage 
and the difference in thermal expansion between longitudinal and transverse directions 
leads to a residual tensile strain in the 90°-layer. 

Results from measurements of total residual strain (curvatures of unsymmetric 
laminates) are presented in Table 3. Since the temperature difference between post-cure 
temperature and room temperature is twice as large for epoxy laminates as for  vinylester  
laminates, it is surprising that the materials have almost identical residual strains. This 
comes from the large difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the two 
matrices in Table 3. The  vinylester  thermal expansion is almost 50% higher than the 
corresponding epoxy value. 

To further study the residual strain effects, residual strains are predicted theoretically 
based on a micromechanics approach using Eq. (2), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Experimental 
results from unsymmetric [02/902]T  laminates agree well with predictions for epoxy 
laminates, see Table 3. For  vinylester  laminates there is a discrepancy. Unsymmetric 
beam data give residual strains larger than the micromechanical calculation, Ae=0.05%. 
The reason for this is probably that the present theoretical calculations are based on 
thermal shrinkage effects only whereas the measured residual strains result from thermal 
as well as chemical shrinkage. The term "chemical shrinkage" refers to shrinkage due to 
curing reactions. 

Mechanisms of transverse cracking 

The four material systems in Figure 3 were subjected to in situ observations as transverse 
cracks were formed. Previous work [5] identified debonding at the fiber-matrix 
interface as the first damage event. As the strain then increases, debond cracks are 
connected to form subcracks which at some critical size extend and form a macroscopic 
crack through the transverse layer. In the present study, laminates based on the tough  
vinylester  system showed a slightly different behavior. Cracks were observed to arrest 
within the layer during growth in the thickness as well as the width direction. Upon 
further strain increase, the crack would often continue to grow in a stable manner. This 
behavior is associated with the high toughness of the  vinylester  matrix. 
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There is a significant difference between the epoxy and  vinylester  laminates regarding 
the tendency for crack arrest. For epoxy laminates, almost no subcracks are observed. 
The initiation of a subcrack instantaneously leads to unstable crack growth and a 
through-the thickness macrocrack, as pictured in Figure 7. No steady state debond 
cracks were observed in epoxy laminates. The reason must be that debonding is almost 
directly followed by macroscopic crack formation by unstable growth. 

The micrograph in Figure 8 shows an arrested crack in a BUP2/vinylester composite. 
The formation of debond cracks in in situ studies occur at higher strain for  vinylester  
laminates with fiber BUP2 as compared to laminates with fiber EP2. This correlates 
well with the macroscopic data in Figure 3. The appearance of the  vinylester  laminate 
crack in Figure 8 is different from the epoxy laminate crack in Figure 7. Significant 
plastic matrix deformation is apparent, in particular for laminates based on B1.JP2 fiber. 
Among the laminates studied in situ, this was also the laminate with highest resistance 
against transverse cracks. 

Single fiber fragmentation test 
The single fiber fragmentation test is often employed to measure failure properties of 
the fiber/matrix interface [26]. Two fibers with large mutual difference in transverse 
cracking properties are therefore studied by single fiber fragmentation. The two fibers 
are EP2 (poor transverse cracking behavior) and BUP2 (good cracking behavior, see 
Figure 3, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Table 2). If interfacial strength is to be deduced from 
fragmentation tests, the fragmentation process must reach saturation, i.e. the specimen is 
strained until no further fiber breaks occur. The failure strain of the polymer matrix 
must then be large as compared to the failure strain of the fiber. By using the ductile  
vinylester  matrix, strain to failure —20%, this requirement is fulfilled. 

Experimental values for average fragment length versus applied strain are presented in 
Figure 4. From the early part of the fragmentation process, fiber strength properties can 
be calculated using a  Weibull  approach. The Young's modulus of the fiber is 72 GPa 
and equality between the strain in composite and fiber is assumed. Results are presented 
in Table 4. The calculated average values of  Weibull  parameters ß and a, (for 10=1m) 
indicate that the strength of the fibers is affected by the different film-formers. The 
BUP2 fiber has lower average co  (1.28 GPa as compared with 1.70 GPa for EP2). The 
film-former may influence the function of the size to protect the glass from surface 
degradation leading to reduced fiber strength. 

Two different methods are used to calculate the shear strength, "ch, of the fiber-matrix 
interface based on the fiber length at saturation. 	calculated from Eq. (6) as proposed 
by DiBenedetto are presented in the eighth column of Table 4 while values according 
to the refined Eq. (7) as proposed in [19] and [20] are presented in the ninth column of 
the same table. The difference in rb  between the two systems is larger when the refined 
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model is employed. ; is higher for the BUP2/vinylester interface (55 MPa) as 
compared to the EP2/vinylester interface (44 MPa). There is no overlap of 
experimental  Tb  between individual data for the different types of composites when the 
refined method is used. Statistical analysis of the results shows that a difference in 1-1, can 
be determined at the 97.5% level of significance with the refined model while the same 
difference is determined at the 92% level with DiBenedetto's model. 

There are three categories of experimentally determined inputs to the expressions used 
to calculate  Tb :  fiber diameter, critical length and  Weibull  parameters. An estimation of 
the possible error in ; can be calculated by a maximum error estimation 

—  

K < a f c )> 
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Kd  f  <  f  1, > 
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where Adf  and /V, denote the estimated error in each measurement of fiber diameter 
and critical fragment length respectively. This is a simple way to estimate an upper limit 
of total error introduced by individual errors in measurements. In the calculation,  
Weibull  parameters from experiment are assumed to be correct and the estimated errors 
in fiber diameter and critical length measurements are estimated to ±1 pm and ±0.03 
mm (-1 fragment in fragmentation test) respectively. The estimation gives a value of 
the maximum error from diameter measurement of —1.6 MPa while error from critical 
length determination is —2.1 MPa. Thus the maximum error for a single measurement 
can be 3.7 MPa if the two errors are added. This is comparable in magnitude with the 
standard deviation of shear strength values in Table 4. A major part of the scatter 
observed in  Tb  can therefore be explained by experimental errors. 

The refined model results in higher values of  Tb.  This is partly because of the higher 
value of the correction factor KH, used to include the distribution of fragment lengths. 
This contributes to an increase in strength by 9-13% while the use of the most probable 
fragment stress instead of the average fragment stress contributes by a 6-8% increase. 
The closed form solution of the single fiber fragmentation test as suggested by Hui et. al. 
[19] allows determination of; with increased accuracy. 

Based on the present results we suggest two contributions to the strong influence of 
film-former on transverse cracking resistance. The first is improved fiber-matrix 
adhesion as was observed directly during in situ studies, where the strain at debonding 
was increased. The second is toughening of the polymer matrix in the interphase 
region. Lindsey et. al. [9] studied effects of film-former content on strain to failure in  
uniaxial  tension of bulk matrix/an-former polymer blends. They report an increase in 
failure strain with increasing proportion of film-former due to plasticization of the 
matrix by the low-molecular mass film-former. The extent of increase varied with the 
type of film-former. Based on the present data and their study, we conclude that 
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different film-formers may modify the failure properties of the interphase region 
differently, leading to differences in transverse cracking behavior. 

Conclusions 
The type of film-former in the size coating of glass fibers has a strong effect on 
transverse cracking behavior of cross-ply laminates based on a toughened  vinylester  
matrix. Both the strain at onset of transverse cracking and the slope of crack density 
versus strain are strongly influenced. In situ studies revealed details of crack growth 
mechanisms and explained the inferior behavior of epoxy laminates. Surprisingly, the 
residual strains were similar in high  Tg  epoxy and low  Tg vinylester  laminates. This was 
due to a much larger than expected thermal expansion coefficient of the  vinylester  
matrix, possibly because of rubber modification of the  vinylester.  

A remarkably low crack density (0.08 cracks per mm at 1.7% strain) was observed in 
laminates based on toughened  vinylester  and bisphenol A unsaturated polyester (BUP2) 
film-formers. This can only be explained on the basis of strong interfacial adhesion in 
combination with local stress relaxation by viscoelastic and plastic mechanisms. The 
strong interfacial adhesion in BUP2 glass fiber/vinylester was confirmed in single 
fragmentation tests. Correlation was established between the transverse cracking 
behavior and interfacial shear strength in single fiber fragmentation tests. 

Based on the present results, we suggest two contributions to the strong influence of 
film-former on transverse cracking resistance. The first is improved fiber-matrix 
adhesion as was observed directly during in situ studies, where the strain at debonding 
was increased. The second is toughening of the polymer matrix in the interphase 
region. From the literature, the low molecular weight film-former is known to 
plasticize the matrix. Different film-formers modify the failure properties of the 
interphase region differently, leading to differences in transverse cracking behavior. 
Modification of a narrow interphase region by choice of film-former composition and 
content is an attractive strategy since the detrimental effects of a plasticized matrix are 
limited. 
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Table 1 Size formulation of model glass fibers 

Glass fiber type Film-former polymer T of film- Solid contene 

Former  [°C]  [Voi 

BUP1 Bisphenolic unsaturated polyester 6 0.35 

BUP2 Bisphenolic unsaturated polyester -2 0.40 

BUP3 Bisphenolic unsaturated polyester 12 0.35 

EP1 Epoxy 15 0.35 

EP2 Epoxy 9 0.35 

P1 Saturated polyester 0.40 

a Loss Of Ignition (LOI), by burn off technique 

Table 2 Strain at onset of transverse cracking,  E„  [%]. 

Matrix \ Fiber BUP1 BUP2 BUP3 EP1 EP2 P1 

Epoxy 0.24 0.33 0.31 0.26 0.29 0.28 

Vinylester 0.85 0.77 0.54 0.27 0.30 0.30 

Table 3 Predicted and experimental residual strains in transverse layer for laminates 

with model glass fiber BUP2 and different resins. 

Matrix e Em Tpost-cur RE  Vf  E R E  90 E 

(exp.a) (calc.b) 
[°C] [GPa] [10-6  K-1 [%1 [%1 

Epoxy 140 3.2 57 0.56 0.28 0.27  

Vinylester 80 2.3 83 0.56 0.26 0.21 

a  Based on measurements of curvature of unsymmetric beam according to Eq. (3)  

b  Predictions based on Eq. (2) 
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Table 4 Results from fragmentation test on single fiber composite with modified  

vinylester  matrix. Interface properties for two selected types of model glass fibers, BLTP2 

and EP2. Values in parenthesis denotes one standard deviation. 

K1] Tbb 	Tbc  df  ichlf 0,9 ß <cod>  crk 

[Pm] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

EP2  

1 20 35.3 1.72 8.0 4.03 4.28 0.813 43 49 

2 29 43.3 1.75 7.4 4.06 4.33 0.818 35 41 

3 22 37.3 1.45 6.9 3.80 4.06 0.823 38 45 

4 27 41.5 1.88 9.1 3.77 3.97 0.809 34 39 

Average 24 39.2 1.70 7.8 3.92 4.16 0.815 38 44 

(4) (3.9) (0.18) (0.9) (0.16) (0.17) (0.006) (4) (5) 

BUP2 

1 31 37.5 1.81 6.6 4.71 5.05 0.827 47 56 

2 26 37.1 1.01 4.8 3.91 4.27 0.867 40 50 

3 22 37.8 1.14 5.2 4.15 4.51 0.856 41 51 

4 22 28.9 1.14 5.7 3.87 4.19 0.845 50 61 

Average 25 35.3 1.28 5 . 6 4.16 4.50 0.849 45 55 

(4) (4.3) (0.36) (0.8) (0.39) (0.39) (0.017) (5) (5) 

a Correction factor according to Henstenburg and Phoenix et. al. (Eq. (8)) 

'a By model suggested by DiBenedetto et. al. (Eq. (6)) 

By model suggested by Hui et. al. (Eq. (7)) 
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Figure 1 RTM equipment used for fabrication of [0/901s  and [02/902]T  laminates. 
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Figure 2 Crack density,  <pr>,  as function of applied mechanical strain,  E,  Legends 
refer to the type of glass fiber that was used: a) Laminates with epoxy matrix.  b)  
Laminates with  vinylester  matrix. 
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Figure 3 Crack density,  <pr>,  as function of applied mechanical strain,  E..  Comparison 
between laminates with the same fiber but different matrices. Two types of fibers, 
BUP2 and EP2 are compared. 
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Figure 4 Mean fragment length, /fi., normalized with respect to fiber diameter, df, vs. 
applied strain for single fiber composite with modified  vinylester  matrix. Studied glass 
fibers are BUP2 and EP2. 
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Figure 5 Photograph of transverse cracks in glass fiber/ epoxy laminates after tensile tests 
where laminates are strained to 1.3%. Upper: laminate with model fiber BUP2. Lower: 

laminate with model fiber EP2. 
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Figure 6 Photograph of transverse cracks in glass fiber/vinylester laminates after tensile 

tests where laminates are strained to 1.8%. Upper: laminate with model fiber BUP2. 

Lower: laminate with model fiber EP2. 
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Figure 7 In situ micrograph of transverse crack in model glass fiber BUP2/ epoxy cross

ply laminate. 
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Figure 8 In situ micrograph of transverse crack in model glass fiber BUP2/vinylester 

cross-ply laminate 
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